
TIGHTS (and Shoes) FOR RECITAL 2024 
 

Below are the tights (and shoes) required for the recital (listed by class level, day and time). One pair of tights will be 
provided with every costume that requires them, but some may need/want to purchase extra. It’s good to have several 
pairs of tights so you have a backup in case of holes/runs.  

 
If the tights color is listed below as “skin tone,” please choose one of the following three as to what matches 
your dancer’s skin tone best.  

-Please see our display for visual reference.  
-In order of lightest to darkest they are: 

▪ Bloch “bloch tan/Lt. tan” OR Weissman “Lt. Suntan” tights 
▪ Bloch “tan” OR Weissman “Suntan” tights 
▪ Bloch “coffee” OR Weissman “Hazelnut” tights 

 

Class Name   Tights for Recital  Shoes for Recital (same as class requirements) 

Boys, all levels  -tall black socks (under pants legs)  -black ballet AND black tap shoes (combo) 

        or/and 
-Converse High Top All-Stars in Black (Hip Hop) 

 

All Level 1 and 2 classes -Bloch or Weissman skin tone tights  -white ballet shoes 

         
Thurs 4:45 Level 2.5  -white tights (no reinforced thigh line) -white ballet shoes 
 
All Level 3 and 4 classes -Bloch or Weissman Skin tone tights  -white ballet shoes 

and Level 4.5         -white tap shoes 
 
Level 5 and 5.5 classes -Bloch or Weissman skin tone tights  -white ballet shoes 
          -white tap shoes 
 
Mon. 6:45 Level 6 class -Bloch or Weissman skin tone tights  -white ballet shoes 

          -white tap shoes 
 

Tues. 7:00 Level 7 class   Bloch or Weissman skin tone tights   
-Bloch tan slip on jazz shoes (dyed to match tights) 

-Tan Bloch lace up tap shoes (dyed to match tights) 
-Tan shoes will be required to match the skin tone tights color. The dye is a specific brand and shade and should 
be purchased from our store.  

▪ Bloch “bloch tan”/”light tan” or Weissman “Lt.Suntan” tights  
● no dying needed 

▪ Bloch “tan” or Weissman “Suntan” tights 
● Tan jazz/tap shoes must be dyed “sand” 

▪ Bloch “coffee” or Weissman “Hazelnut” tights 

● Tan jazz/tap shoes must be dyed “whiskey” 
 -Here is the link to our video tutorial on dyeing the shoes: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rn2c4LlhgtA 

 

Kids Hop   -tall black socks (under pants legs) -Converse High Top All-Stars in Black 
 

Hip Hop 1, 2 and 3  -tall black socks (under pants legs) -Converse High Top All-Stars in Black 
 


